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The current research examines variation in subject expression in Korean. As a well known pro-drop 
language, there is much literature focusing on formal syntactic explanations of subject omission (e.g. Lee 
and Ramsey, 2000; Yang, 1979, 1986). What is less well understood, however, is what conditions the choice 
between different forms when subjects are expressed, which, in Korean, includes not only pronouns, but also 
kinship terms, professional titles, personal names and other lexical forms. Here, I test the distribution of 
subject expression in spoken Korean corpora for first and second person subjects. The distribution is 
predicted to be varied, even more than the T-V system (Brown and Gilman, 1960), considering that there are 
multiple speech levels in Korean in which age becomes a significant indicator (Oh, 2007, 2010; Sohn, 1999). 
This is seen in the following example, an older speaker uses a plain 1sg pronoun, na, and the younger 
speaker replies with a humble form, ce. 
Senior: na kumyoiley swuepi sey sipwuthe sa ney si sasip o pwunkkaci isse. 
‘I-na have classes from three to four forty five on Friday.’ 
Junior: cenun ney sipwuthe yeses si. 
 ‘I-ce (have classes) from four to six.’   
The analysis is based on subject expression patterns in three corpora of spoken Korean, totaling 
approximately 45,000 words (Sejong Spoken Corpus, CallFriend Korean Corpus and five Korean TV drama 
scripts). The overall rate of expression is 31% (868/2,772) for first person and 22% (613/2,822) for second 
person subjects. The analysis focuses on the makes of up these expressed subjects. 
For first person, 92% of overt subjects are expressed via a pronoun. This is the case regardless of speakers’ 
age, though the pronominal form differs depending on the relationship between the speakers, as seen in the 
example above — younger speakers use the humble form ce to older speakers, while older speakers use the 
plain form na to younger speakers, and most speakers use the plain form na with equals. Use of terms other 
than pronouns is restricted to older speakers speaking to their child, pupil or sibling, where they may use a 
kinship term or a title for first person reference.  
The second person forms are more varied. While pronouns remain the most frequent form overall, their use 
is restricted in a way that is not so for 1st person, being rarely used by younger people to older people. The 
preferred second person forms for younger people speaking to older people are kinship terms (54%) or titles 
(13%). When a pronoun is used toward an older speaker (21%), this tends to be in a situation of conflict, 
with the younger speaker breaking social norms to display impoliteness (Son, 2010; Wang et al., 2005). In 
the speech of older speakers or between equals, in contrast, pronouns are widely used.  
This study provides empirical evidence that age is a driving force behind referential choices for first and 
second person subjects in Korean, with second person forms more sensitive than first person. 
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